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The basics 

• Sits on top of Cross Compliance 
 

• Comprises economic and environmental payments 
– Conversion payments 
– Organic management payment 
– Payment for management of the options 

 
• Options are organic versions of the ELS options 
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Area (ha) under organic management within live ES agreements (October 2010 - 
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Top 10 OELS options – 7 January 2013 

 
Option No. of agreements 

including this 
option

Percentage of 
agreements 
containing this 
option

OB2 - Hedgerow management for landscape (on one side of a hedge) 1,349 59%
OB1 - Hedgerow management for landscape (on both sides of a hedge) 1,003 44%
OK2 - Permanent grassland with low inputs: outside SDA & ML(organic) 982 43%
OK3 - Permanent grassland with very low inputs:outside SDA&ML(organic) 894 39%
OB3 - Hedgerow management for landscape and wildlife 694 31%
OC2 - Protection of in field trees - grassland 329 14%
OB6 - Ditch management 326 14%
OC3 - Maintenance of woodland fences 264 12%
OE3 - 6m buffer strips on rotational land 233 10%
OB9 - Combined hedge and ditch management (incorporating OB2) 228 10%

Top 10 organic options (by number of agreements in which they are included) at 7 January 2013



Making Environmental Stewardship More 
Effective 

• Defra-led project aimed to Improve the delivery of environmental 
outcomes from Environmental Stewardship (ES) 

 The project was set up in response to Defra Ministers’ wishes to 
ensure ELS delivered more and better environmental outcomes.  
 

Current MESME initiatives: 
• High Priority Options 
• Introduction of new options 
• Changes to existing option prescriptions and points  
• Amendments: ‘free’ if moving from Low to High priority options 
 



Summary of ELS changes 

• Priority options identified in ELS Bundles leaflets 
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New Fourth Edition Handbooks – 1 January 2013 

ELS HLS OELS 

•Introduction of 5 new options 
• Removal of one UELS option (replaced by ELS option) 
• Changes to option prescriptions, titles and points values 
• Changes can affect HLS if ELS options underpinning HLS 
agreements are used as £s instead of points 
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Key OELS changes – 5 new options 

 
• OE12 Supplement to add wildflowers to buffer strips and field 

corners on cultivated land (63 pts/ha) 
• OK20 Ryegrass seed-set as winter/spring food for birds (190pts/ha) 
• OK21 Legume- and herb-rich swards (250pts/ha) 
• OB14 Small scale hedgerow restoration (inside and outside the 

SDA)  (10pts/m, max 40m per year) 
• OF23 Supplementary feeding in winter for farmland birds (612pts/t) 
 
 
Available to both new and existing agreements  (except OE12) from 1st 

January 2013 
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So lets go through the new options coming into ELS.  There’ll be 5 of them, and also a new HLS option – HF24 Supplementary feeding in winter of farmland birds which is very similar to EF23.The detailed prescriptions are all in the Information note online so I won’t run through them here.All except EE12 will be available by amendment to existing RDPE agreements i.e. those which started in 2007 or later.  I’m afraid we’re still developing the process for adding new options to old agreements, so more information will have to come later this summer.  Its more complicated than normal amendments because the existing agreement holders won’t have the detail of the new options in their handbooks – they’ll have the 2nd or 3rd edition handbook but the new options will be in the 4th edition handbook.  So its a watch this space on this element.The wildflower supplement EE12 is not available to existing agreements because the buffer areas will already be established.  Hopefully the options will add botanical diversity to buffer strips and field corners and it could be useful to make up the points shortfall on buffer strips which have had their points rates reduced – I’ll say a bit more on that in a bit.EK20 Ryegrass seed set will help fill the “hungry gap” for farmland birds.  Although a grassland option, its been added to the Farmland bird package and will be particularly useful on mixed farms.  This basically pays the farmer to leave a ryegrass ley uncut in late summer so it sets seed and provides food for birds overwinter.The legume and herb rich sward option EK21 will encourage more diverse swards within productive grassland fields, which will be good for invertebrates and other wildlife. Its rotational and will be useful on both pure grassland and mixed farms.EB14 hedgerow restoration is a mimic of the UELS hedgerow restoration option which has been withdrawn and replaced by this new option in both upland and lowland areas.  It’s been capped at 40m per year but I expect it could be quite popular with farmers who want to do a bit of gapping up or laying to restore an old hedge.  And again, it could be a useful option to make up any points shortfall on renewing agreements. At present you have to be in HLS to get paid for hedge restoration but having this new option in ELS does open it up to a much wider audience.The ELS supplementary bird feeding option EF23 is another option to fill the hungry gap for farmland birds.  Its paid by the tonne and is linked in to the amount of wildbird mix or extended overwinter stubbles in the same agreement.Its worth pointing out that all the new MESME options are regarded as high priority in terms of option bundles and promotion, so will be promoted in scheme literature, by ETIP contractors and you can see which option bundles they’ve been allocated to online.



Updated titles & amended prescriptions 

Hedgerows 
OB1/2 New eligibility criteria >20m long,  <5m wide 
  Gap allowance reduced from 20% to 10% but gapping up 

 allowed 
  Renamed “for landscape” 
OB3 More flexible cutting – every 2yrs allowed but only in Jan/Feb 
  Renamed “for landscape and wildlife” 
OC23 Increase in number of trees from 2 to 3 per 100m 
 
Walls 
OB11/UOB11 New eligibility criteria – complete walls only 
  Height requirement relaxed - 75% top stones 
  Annual inspection and record keeping 

Presenter
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Changes to existing options.A range of titles and prescriptions have been changed mainly to:Provide greater clarity on what the option is intended to  benefitImprove flexibility e.g remove area constraintsAnd Improve effectiveness e.g. Tighten eligibilityHedgerowsThe two basic hedgerow options EB1 and EB2 have had their titles and prescriptions (including eligibility criteria) changed to provide clarity on what the option aims to achieve, and improve effectivenessWallsThis is probably one of the more contentious changes, the move to only complete walls being eligible for wall maintenance EB11 and UB11, rather than complete sections.  This was a specific MESME recommendation, to focus the options and payments on maintaining good walls which are important features of the landscape, and not just small sections of otherwise derelict or non-stockproof walls. This change was recommended by the Project, has been approved by the Minister and is in the EU submission so we’re not in a position to unpick it.  Natural England is trying to help with some of the implementation issues which have been raised, such as where a complete wall is measured from and to.  Some additional information to define the end points of a complete wall has added to the original MESME eligibility text, and its also been clarified that livestock enclosures such as sheep folds and walls which end mid field are eligible.This option can only be applied to complete walls in good condition.  A wall in good condition is at its original height to below the top stones with at least 75% of top stones in place (where they formed part of the original construction) and no gaps along the entire length.  A wall is measured between two end points.  An end point includes connections between two or more walls, or connections to other features for example; fences, gateways, buildings, roads, ditches, and hedgerows, or the point at which there is a change in management/ownership. This option can also be applied to livestock enclosures such as sheep folds and walls which end mid-field.There is a bit more flexibility in terms of the height requirement for a complete wall.  Whereas previously the wall had to be to its original height including the top stones, it now has to be to its original height to below the top stones, and with at least 75% of the top stones still in place where they were part of the original construction.



Amended prescriptions cont. 

Buffers 
OE9 & OE10  6m buffer-strips on organic grassland/rotational land 

next to a watercourse 
• Eligibility extended – now also next to tracks and roads to prevent 

channelling water into a watercourse  
 
Arable options 
OF4 Nectar flower mixture 
• Area constraints removed, now fully rotational 
EG4    Cereals for whole-crop silage followed by overwintered stubble 
     Area constraint removed, can now sow areas with beneficial seeds 
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Buffer strip options.6m buffers next to watercourses: the eligibility of these two options has been extended to allow them to be used adjacent to tracks and roads which channel water into a watercourse, and not just beside the watercourse itself.  This reflects an increasing focus on using Environmental Stewardship to alleviate Resource Protection issues and help meet the Water Framework Directive.Arable changes – these are mainly to remove area constraints, make options more flexible and amend titles to provide clearer aimsEF4 was 1ha per block, 3 per 100ha.  Now fully rotational, not fixed to one particular field.EF9 was Unfertilised cereal headlandsEF10 was Unharvested cereal headlandEG4 Cereals for whole crop silage followed by overwinter stubble, was 5ha per application



Key ELS changes - points 

Releasing points for other options 
• FER      3 1pt/ha 
• Hedgerows  OB1  22 16pts/ha 

  OB2  11  8 pts/ha 
• 2m buffer strips OE1&4  400  340 pts/ha 
• 4 & 6m buffer strips OE2,3,5,6 500  425 pts/ha 
  
NB 6m buffers next to watercourses are unaffected 
 
Encouraging uptake: 
• OJ5 In-field grass areas  350  454pts/ha 
to prevent erosion and run off 
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As well as changing prescriptions and adding new options, another way to make ELS more effective is to re-balance the uptake of options, or in other words encourage farmers to take up a wider range of options rather than just focus on a few easy ones.  We’re not saying that these popular options are in themselves ineffective, but we need agreements and the Scheme as a whole to address a wider range of outcomes.So the points rates for the FER, the basic hedge options and buffer strips on arable and grassland have all been reduced.  Obviously the change to the FER rate, from 3 to 1 point per hectare, will affect everyone and will mean all agreements from 2013 onwards, including renewals, will have to work a bit harder to meet the threshold.Its worth pointing out that all except one of the hedge and buffer strip options are regarded as low priority in terms of the options bundles, so we’re already not actively promoting them and if someone wants to amend their agreement to take out areas in these options and replace them with others, it won’t count as the one amendment allowed per agreement.(exception is EE6 6m on intensive grassland = high priorityOK, so we want to shift people away from these options and encourage them to take up others.  And people who’re renewing their agreements will find they have a shortfall of points to make up.  It would be good if we can encourage them to take on board the high priority options for their areas – details of which are all on the NE website under the ELS pages.  And we can help by suggesting things such as the loss of points on buffer strips can be made up by adding the new wildflower supplement option  EE12 (63pts/ha), or encourage them to switch hedges over to the enhanced hedgerow management option EB3 which has been made more flexible to accommodate people who want to cut every other year.And its not quite all bad news – not all the changes are downwards -  There’s been quite a big uplift in the points for EJ5 in-field grass areas to encourage uptake.TIME FOR QUESTIONS



Summary 

• To deliver  more and better environmental outcomes 
• Changes aimed to encourage agreements to have a wider spread of 

options 
• Affects all agreements starting from Jan 13 onwards 
• 4 of the new options can be included in existing agreements 
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